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P. Stephen Baenziger, Ph.D.
Stephen 
Baeinziger is the 
Nebraska Wheat 
Growers Presi-
dential Chair and 
Professor in the 
University of 
Nebraska–Lincoln’s 
Department of 
Agronomy and 
Horticulture. InterimHead, Department of 
Agronomy, University of Nebraska, 1993-
1996. Eugene W. Price Professor, NU, 1993-
2011, Professor and associate professor, NU, 
1986-1993, Associate Professor, University 
of Nebraska, 1986-1991; research manager, 
Monsanto Agricultural Products Co., St. Louis, 
Mo. 1983-1986; research geneticist, U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland 
1976-1983.
UNL Research Team Giving Irrigators New 
Management Arsenal
By Jean Ortiz Jones, University Communications
In the midst of the worst 
drought in more than half a century, 
U.S. farmers are drawing on their 
best defenses — the center pivot and 
their experience dealing with some 
of the harshest conditions Mother 
Nature can deal.
Now a UNL computer engineer 
is preparing to give them a new tool 
for their irrigation management 
arsenal — one with the potential to 
decrease costs, conserve water, and 
improve yields.
Mehmet Can Vuran, assistant professor 
of computer science and engineering, has 
spent years developing wireless underground 
sensor networks to give agricultural produc-
ers real-time information about soil mois-
ture and changing conditions that would 
allow them to more efficiently manage 
Stephen Reichenbach (from left), Xin Dong, 
Mehmet Can Vuran and Suat Irmak are working 
on a project to develop wireless underground 
sensor networks to give agricultural producers 
real-time information about soil moisture and 
changing conditions.
irrigation . He’s had the help of doctoral stu-
dent Xin Dong, as well as a five-year, $418,760 
grant from the National Science Foundation’s 
(NSF) Faculty Early Career Development Pro-
gram to further develop the technology.
A new grant will help them take the 
If you’re looking to improve your 
water knowledge quotient, the University of 
Nebraska’ s spring semester water seminar 
series has you covered with more than a 
dozen lectures to choose from.
The free public lectures begin Jan. 16, 
2013 and continue weekly through April 24. 
The 14 lectures are Wednesday afternoon 
from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the first floor 
auditorium of Hardin Hall, northeast corner 
of N. 33rd and Holdrege Sts, University of 
Nebraska –Lincoln East Campus, Lincoln. Dur-
ing the course of the series, the only Wednes-
day a seminar will not be held is March 20, 
when UNL students are on spring break.
“Weekly topics run the gamut of timely 
and provocative water and water-related 
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From the Inter im Director
Suat Irmak
International Travels and Local Events 
Highlight Summer and Fall
It has been a challenging but very 
rewarding summer and fall for me, both 
personally and professionally. Keeping my very 
large research, extension/outreach, and graduate 
education programs on track and meeting 
the challenges of being interim director of the 
Nebraska Water Center have all kept me very 
busy and focused.
Since I last spoke with you through these 
pages, there have been several opportunities 
to travel with Roberto Lenton, founding 
executive director of the NU’s Daugherty 
Water for Food Institute (DWFI) that the 
Nebraska Water Center is an integral part of, 
along with his faculty and staff. It is a very 
exciting time to be part of the DWFI and 
contribute to its local, national and global 
missions as it’s partnerships and influences 
continue to grow and be felt.
I traveled to India with our NU team 
in August to contribute to developing 
international research/education programs 
there. I also traveled to Stockholm, Sweden that 
same month, again with our NU team, where 
I presented a research/education seminar on 
technology implementation in water resources 
management at World Water Week.
I was very humbled by an invitation to 
be a part of the international scientific panel 
there, where we discussed current and potential 
future global water resources challenges and how 
science, research and technology can help in ad-
dressing them. The progam was organized by the 
National Water Commission of Mexico; Water 
Center for Latin America and the Caribbean; NU, 
Tropical Agriculture Research and Higher Educa-
tion Center, Freshwater Action Network, Global 
Water Partnership. It was a great program and 
is leading to some international collaboration in 
these critical topical areas.
Locally, our communicator, Steve Ress, 
met in late September with other members 
of the Summer Water and Natural Resources 
Tour organizing committee and together they 
agreed on the 
basic theme 
for the 2013 
tour, which 
will tentatively 
be held June 
25-27, 2013. 
Present 
and future 
management 
of surface and 
groundwater resources in Nebraska and the 
Great Plains will be the focus. They envision 
the tour making stops in the Columbus, 
Kearney and Alma areas, among others, but 
have not yet put together an itinerary or 
potential list of speakers and topics. If you 
have ideas on any of this, please email Steve at 
sress1@unl.edu before the end of the year, as 
the organizing committee expects to take their 
first tour planning trip by mid-January, 2013.
The switch from July to June tour dates is 
being made to take advantage of (hopefully) 
cooler weather. We have done June tours in the 
past and generally they work a little better for 
participants, at least comfort-wise.
I also want to commend Steve for another 
successful year as team leader for great UNL 
Extension exhibits at the Husker Harvest 
Days farm show near Grand Island. Putting 
the annual three-day show together involves 
well over 50 UNL Extension faculty and staff 
from across our campuses and research and 
extension centers, as well as a year’s worth 
of very intense and close planning. It is an 
extremely important event showcasing the 
best of IANR and UNL Extension, as well as 
for student recruitment for IANR colleges. 
These efforts by Steve and other colleagues are 
greatly appreciated.
Rachael Herpel, our education and 
outreach specialist that we share with DWFI 
and the new Rural Futures Institute also 
MEET THE FACULT Y
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Arthur I. Zygielbaum, Ph.D.
Art Zygielbaum is an adjunct associate professor in geography and 
rRemote sensing affiliated with the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s 
Center for Advanced Land Management Information Technologies 
(CALMIT) with the UNL School of Natural Resources, being appointed 
in April, 2010. He is the former director of the National Center for 
Information Technology in Education (NCITE) at UNL and for nearly 
30 years worked and conducted research at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, Calif. as senior member of the technical staff, observational sys-
tems division; senior member of the technical staff, office of the director; 
manager, science information systems office; deputy manager, informa-
tion systems division; manager, compute science and applications section; 
group supervisor, deep space tracking systems implementation; and 
electronic/domputer engineer. He holds several patents and has published 
many refereed and non-referred professional articles.
Education:
B.A. Harvard University (Biochemical Sciences), magna cum laude, 1972
M.S. Purdue University (Plant Breeding and Genetics), 1975
Ph.D. Purdue University (Plant Breeding and Genetics), 1975
Teaching:
Primary instructor for Agronomy 815A, and B, two of three modules 
that comprise Introduction to Plant Breeding. These modules are the first 
graduate level courses that many plant breeding students will take and 
may be the only course that students in collateral fields will take. Primary 
instructor for a one credit module on advanced plant breeding topics. For 
the last two years have taught an AGRI/NRES 103 recitation.
Research:
Primary small grains breeder for Nebraska. Cultivar and germ-
plasm development are the main goals of the program. Developing im-
proved breeding methodology, emphasizing on biotic and abiotic stress 
tolerance, and the use of biotechnology are two basic research goals.
Publications:
Bockus, W. W., Baenziger, P. S., and Berzonsky, W.  2011.  Reaction of 
Kansas, Nebraska, and South Dakota winter wheat accessions to 
Fusarium head blight (FHB), 2010. Plant Disease Management 
Reports (online). Report 5:CF008. DOI:10.1094/PDMR05 The 
American Phytopathological Society, St. Paul, MN.
Baenziger P.S., I. Salah , R. S. Little, D. K. Santra, T. Regassa, M. Y. Wang. 
Structuring an efficient organic wheat breeding program. Sustaina-
bility. 2011; 3(8):1190-1206.
Baenziger, P.S., R. A. Graybosch, T. Regassa, L.A. Nelson, R. N. Klein, D. 
K. Santra, D.D. Baltensperger, L. Xu, S. N. Wegulo, Y. Jin, J. Kolmer, 
Ming-shun Chen, and Guihua Bai. 2012. . Registration of ‘NE01481’ 
hard red winter wheat. Journal of Plant Registrations 6:49-53.
Baenziger, P.S., R. A. Graybosch, T. Regassa, L.A. Nelson, R. N. Klein, D. K. 
Santra, D.D. Baltensperger, J. M. Krall, S. N. Wegulo, Y. Jin, J. Kolmer, 
Ming-shun Chen, and Guihua Bai. 2012. Registration of ‘NI04421’ 
hard red winter wheat. Journal of Plant Registrations 6:54-59.
Baenziger, P. S., Ismail Dweikat, Kulvinder Gill, Kent Eskridge, Terry 
Berke, Maroof Shah, B. Todd Campbell, M.L. Ali, Neway Mengistu, 
Abid Mahmood, Anyamanee Auvuchanon, Yang Yen, Sachin Rust-
gi, Benjamin Moreno-Sevilla, A. Mujeeb-Kazi, and M. Rosalind 
Morris. 2011. Understanding Grain Yield: It is a Journey, Not a 
Destination. Czech J. Genet. Plant Breed. 47: S77-S84. (see also 
proceedings and symposia #31)
Byamukama, E., Tatineni, S., Hein, G. L., Graybosch, R., Baenziger, P. S., 
French, R., and Wegulo, S. N.  2012.  Effects of single and double 
infections of winter wheat by Triticum mosaic virus and Wheat 
streak mosaic virus on yield determinants. Plant Dis. (in press).
Mengistu, N., P. S. Baenziger, K. M. Eskridge, I. Dweikat, S. N. Wegulo, 
K. S. Gill, and A. Mujeeb-Kazi. Validation of QTL for grain yield-
related traits on wheat chromosome 3a using recombinant inbred 
chromosome lines. Crop Sci.: submitted.
Serba, D.D, O. Gulsen, B.G. Abeyo, K.L. Amundsen, D.J. Lee, P.S. Baenziger, 
T.M. Heng-Moss, K.M. Eskridge and R.C. Shearman.  2012.  Turfgrass 
performance of diploid buffalograss [Buchloe dactyloides (Nutt.) 
Engelm.] half-sib populations. HortScience 47(2):185–188.
Total of 183 refereed articles, 31 proceedings and symposia, 13 book 
chapters, and one book edited. Available at http://agronomy.unl.
edu/grain/assets/pubrept.pdf
Email:
Sbaenziger1@unl.edu
Education:
Ph.D., Geography/Remote Sensing, Univer-
sity of Nebraska–Lincoln, 2009
NASA Senior Executive Program, Wallops 
Island Training Center, 1986.
Post-Graduate Courses in computer sci-
ence and digital design, University of 
Southern California.
M.S., Electrical Engineering, University of Southern California, 1975.
B.S., Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, 1968.
Research:
Zygielbaum’s research interest is in the realm of remote detection 
and measurement of early stages of stress (from water deficit and other 
causes) in crops.
P. Stephen Baenziger continued from page 1
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Green Industry Group Receives Instruction on Water Savings Techniques
By John Fech, UNL Extension Horticulture Educator
 
Green industry groups such as lawn care providers, sprinkler 
system installers, tree service technicians and landscape plant install-
ers have the potential to make a positive impact on the quality of their 
customers’ landscapes as well as affect significant reductions in overall 
water use. 
To enhance this 
potential, a series of 
presentations was made 
to an organized group 
of green industry pro-
fessionals, the Omaha 
Grounds Maintenance 
Association. Each 
focused on a key set of best 
management practices in 
the areas of wa- ter 
conservation and ef-
ficiency, water, soil and plant interac-
tions, and right plant, right place.
After each presentation, the 
audience was surveyed to determine 
the rate of adoption of new desirable behaviors. The commercial 
horticulturists adopted the new behaviors at a very high rate. Those 
changes included making irrigation system repairs, sweeping or blow-
ing fertilizer products from driveways and other impervious surfaces 
Even when carefully applid, 
fertilizer can often times be 
applied to pavement when it’s 
meant strictly to reach the turf 
(photo courtesy John Fech).
An efficient irrigation system 
takes care of watering these 
flowers and not the bordering 
pavement (photo courtesy 
John Fech).
to label approved portions of the landscape, aerification, mulch appli-
cation, performing water infiltration tests, using a soil probe to teach 
clients about percolation rates, irrigation scheduling, and site analysis 
for water efficiency.
Outreach in the form of key sets of best management practices 
in the areas of water conservation and 
efficiency is particularly useful in that a 
built-in multiplier effect is realized as each 
professional is able to learn and reinforce 
current information as pass it on to their 
customers through 
company newsletters, 
marketing efforts and 
one on one consulta-
tions. 
Follow up 
contacts with the 
members of the 
group continue to 
pay dividends long 
after the initial pre-
sentations as other green industry professionals have been encouraged 
to consult with UNL Extension faculty as problems arise and new 
projects are considered.
A Physicist in the Plant Kingdom: Gitelson’s Work Honored
Kelly Helm Smith, School of Natural Resources
Anatoly Gitelson thought that he had been summoned to a 
meeting in mid-July with Prem Paul, Don Wilhite and others to dis-
cuss matters of strategic importance. Instead, the professor of remote 
sensing at UNL’s School of Natural Resources found a room full of 
long-time colleagues, students and friends, gathered to celebrate his 
lifetime of accomplishment, the start of a new project, and a birthday 
ending in “0.”
There Gitelson learned that the forthcoming edition of the Israel 
Journal of Plant Sciences is dedicated to him, including a tribute, “A 
Physicist in the Plant Kingdom,” and a list of his publications from 
1990 through 2011. He received a plaque showing the cover of the 
commemorative journal and the inscription, “Friends and colleagues 
from around the world honor Anatoly Gitelson.”
In one of the articles in the special edition, one of his former 
students, Art Zygielbaum, now an adjunct associate professor at SNR, 
and co-authors Tim Arkebauer, Elizabeth Walter-Shea, and Dave Sco-
by wrote, “Anatoly Gitelson has been a key participant in the research 
reported here. His considerable insight, knowledge, enthusiasm, hu-
mor and encouragement helped guide our work and challenged us to 
perform rigorous analyses of our data. As a colleague, teacher, mentor, 
and friend, Anatoly is a vital part of our academic lives and careers. 
continued on page 13
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The Groundwater Foundation
By Jennifer Wemhoff, Program Manager, The Groundwater Foundation
Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, “Every 
revolution was first a thought in one man’s 
mind.” In the case of The Groundwater Foun-
dation, it was a woman’s mind.
The Groundwater Foundation, a national 
non-profit organization based in Nebraska, 
was created in 1985 because of one concerned 
citizen, Susan Seacrest, founder and first 
President. Due to a lengthy gastrointestinal 
illness in her infant son, Susan embarked 
on a mission to protect communities from 
potential threats to groundwater by educating 
people about the vital role this resource plays 
in everyone’s life.
Over its 27-year history, the foundation 
has pursued its mission of educating people 
and inspiring action to ensure sustainable, 
clean groundwater for future generations by 
focusing on various education and local action 
programs.
Early on, the foundation recognized the 
need to make youth education a priority, as 
groundwater education is extremely limited 
in traditional K-12 science curriculum. The 
foundation’s youth education programs are 
inquiry-based and hands-on and include 
partnering with a variety of organizations in 
classrooms, at camps, extra-curricular activi-
ties, festivals and community events to help fill 
the groundwater education void.
Does this approach work? One past 
festival participant, who pursued his Master’s 
degree in Sustainable Rural Development, told 
us:
 It may be hard to believe that something 
like the Groundwater Festival could 
have such an impact on someone’s life 
but it is true. The concepts I learned 
at an early age stayed with me and 
translated into a drive to deepen my 
knowledge in that area. That is exactly 
why programs like this are so important 
because they plant the seeds. Seeds that 
one day may grow into something great.
While educating tomorrow’s leaders is 
critical, action today is just as important and 
why the foundation implements multiple 
outreach and local action programs. These 
intrinsically educate adults and involve them 
in protection and conservation efforts.
One of the foundation’s oldest and 
most effective nationwide community-based 
programs is Groundwater Guardian, which 
supports and recognizes a network of volun-
teer teams that are implementing groundwater 
protection and education 
activities in communities 
across North America.
The term “commu-
nity” is used to describe 
anywhere there are people 
interested in groundwater, 
including cities, counties, 
watersheds, schools, and 
others.
Teams implement 
activities ranging from 
youth and community ed-
ucation to policy change, 
clean-ups, pollution 
prevention, data collection and monitoring, 
conservation rebates, business partnerships, 
and inter-jurisdictional protection programs.
Groundwater Guardian Green Sites is 
a sister program to Groundwater Guardian 
that recognizes green spaces (golf courses, 
ball fields, corporate and education campuses, 
parks, nature centers, public gardens, etc.) 
for their groundwater and environmental 
stewardship. Site managers document their 
groundwater-friendly practices related to 
chemical use, water use, pollution prevention, 
and water quality as part of the program, and 
earn Green Site status for their positive efforts.
Groundwater is a hidden resource; as 
such it is often overlooked. The Groundwater 
Foundation works through its programs and 
publications to give the resource a voice.
You can get involved and learn more by 
visiting www.groundwater.org . There you can 
learn more about foundation programs, as 
well as sign up to receive e-newsletters, view 
PSA messages, get a preview of its upcoming 
water trivia smart phone app, make a dona-
tion, and connect with the foundation through 
social media. 
Students participate in a Groundwater Foundation 
activity designed to show them what groundwater, 
and a groundwater aquifer, look like (photo courtesy 
The Groundwater Foundation).
continued on page 12
continued on page 12
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Making Every Drop Count: UNL Extension using Technology, 
Education to Conserve Water and Save Dollars
By Mary Garbacz, IANR News
Agricultural water use is a high-stakes numbers game and 
Nebraska ’s agricultural producers are beating the odds, using technol-
ogy education provided by UNL Extension specialists.
In Nebraska and other Midwestern states and in many locations 
around the world, farmers are being challenged to practice conserva-
tion methods and use water resources more efficiently while meeting 
crop water requirements and maintaining high yields.
Another challenge in irrigated agriculture is the limited adoption 
of newer technologies/tools that can help farmers better manage irriga-
tion, conserve water and energy, and increase crop water use efficiency. 
The Nebraska Agricultural Water Management Network (NAWMN) 
was launched in 2005 as a cooperative effort by UNL Extension, the 
Upper Big Blue Natural Resources District, growers in south central 
Nebraska and later, the Natural Resources Conservation Service.
The network started with 18 Nebraska producers who expressed 
a willingness to use the newest irrigation management. It has grown 
to a network of more than 800 producers throughout Nebraska, all 
using cutting-edge technology to determine when and how much to 
irrigate, so they can make every drop count.
Suat Irmak, UNL professor of Biological Systems Engineering 
and interim director of the Nebraska Water Center, part of the Robert 
B. Daugherty Water for Food Institute, founded and leads NAWMN. 
Gary Zoubek, Jenny Rees, and Brandy VanDeWalle, extension educa-
tors in York, Clay, and Fillmore County, respectively, were core mem-
bers of the team that developed the NAWMN.
“The main goal of the Network is to enable the transfer of high 
quality research- and science-based information to Nebraskans 
through extensive on-farm demonstration projects established in 
farmers’ fields and implement newer tools and technologies to address 
UNL irrigation engineer and interim director of the 
Nebraska Water Center Suat Irmak leads the Nebraska 
Agricultural Water Management Network (NAWMN) that 
began in 2005.
Williamson Named 2012 Kremer Recipient 
Dayle Williamson, Greater Nebraska District Manager for U.S. 
Senator Ben Nelson and 20-year Groundwater Foundation Board 
member, received this year’s Maurice Kremer Groundwater Achieve-
ment Award.
The award honors Maurice Kremer, a 20-year Nebraska legislator 
best known for his contributions toward protecting Nebraska water 
resources. The award was established in 1985 to recognize Nebras-
kans who have made substantive contributions to conservation and 
protecting Nebraska’s groundwater.
“I always had the highest respect for this great gentleman,” said 
Williamson about Kremer. “He was dubbed ‘Mr. Water’ with great 
respect for all the work he did during the 1970s when many new state 
and federal environmental laws went into effect.”
Williamson worked with Kremer for many years as director of 
the Nebraska Natural Resources Commission (NRC). “As a farmer 
and irrigator, he came to the legislature with a great recognition of the 
value of groundwater,” said Williamson. “He had lived through the 
drought and depression of the 1930s and remembered crops wither-
ing each and every year in Hamilton County. As well drilling tech-
niques and pumps improved, he gained firsthand knowledge of the 
value of groundwater on his farm.”
“Dayle Williamson is a worthy recipient of this award,” said 
Groundwater Foundation President Jane Griffin. Williamson joined 
Nelson’s staff in 2001 and has focused on agriculture and military 
support.
Prior to that he had a long career in state government, dating to 
1958. He later served as executive secretary of the Nebraska Soil and 
Water Conservation Commission when the “Nebraska’s State Water 
Plan” was being developed in the early 1970s. After reorganizing the 
NRC, Williamson served several Governors as agency director for 30 
years.
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Tadesse Advances Ethiopian Water, Food Security Projects
By Kelly Helm Smith, National Drought Mitigation Center
Tsegaye Tadesse spent a month in 
Ethiopia this summer advancing several col-
laborative projects related to food and water 
on behalf of an interdisciplinary team from 
the University of Nebraska–Lincoln. Tadesse is 
a climatologist and remote sensing expert with 
the National Drought Mitigation Center, based 
at UNL’s School of Natural Resources.
While in Ethiopia, Tadesse visited sites 
that the project collaborators in Ethiopia 
identified as good locations to pilot new low-
technology wells, and observed that a reliable 
supply of fresh water could transform many 
aspects of agriculture, health and community.
“The sites are selected very carefully,” 
Tadesse said. “There are water resources 
(groundwater) in Ethiopia but there’s not 
much irrigation in the country. Besides, most 
farmers are using old technology to farm, like 
oxen, not tractors. It’s hard work and inef-
ficient for food security. Instead, they could 
drill wells, so if the rain fails, they will not go 
hungry. The quality of water they’re drink-
ing in some areas is not suitable for drinking. 
And women are carrying water and fetching 
firewood.” Such work is difficult, requires long 
periods away from home, is tiresome, and can 
be dangerous.
But he noted that 
if irri gation becomes 
more widespread, it will 
be necessary to monitor 
groundwater to ensure 
that it isn’t being used 
faster than it is replen-
ished.
“We have to look 
at this proactively,” he 
said. “How do you use 
most efficiently the water 
resources that you have? 
How would irrigation 
impact the environment? The people? What 
kind of changes would occur to the economy, 
or to society? That’s why we have designed our 
projects to be multidisciplinary in scope.”
Besides Tadesse, the UNL team includes 
anthropologists, an agronomist and a soil 
scientist, and most understand the culture 
and speak one or more of the major ethnic 
languages in Ethiopia.
The project to provide manually drilled 
wells is sponsored by the Robert B. Daugherty 
Water for Food Institute at UNL. Tadesse said 
the team is currently seeking more resources 
for drilling and to fund graduate students 
at Ethiopian partner 
universities.
Tadesse also spent 
some time working 
with colleagues at 
Wollo and Haramaya 
universities to final-
ize information on 
cropping systems and 
anthropometric data 
from a survey of 350 
households, a proj-
ect funded by UNL’s 
Agricultural Research 
Division. “Preliminary 
data shows malnutrition is evident in these 
areas,” he said.
Tadesse also met with faculty and admin-
istrators at Wollo University and at Haramaya 
University to plan study abroad opportunities 
for UNL students in Ethiopia through the TEF 
project. “It’s all about TEF: Internationalizing 
Teaching, Extension and Farming Research 
in Ethiopia” is a project supported by a U.S. 
Department of Agriculture International Sci-
ence and Education grant. This project will 
support study abroad opportunities, create a 
new multi-disciplinary course on food secu-
rity, and enhance other research and teaching 
capabilities related to the collaboration with 
Ethiopia.
At Addis Ababa University, Tadesse 
worked with his graduate student, Getachew 
Berhan Demisse, who is analyzing satellite 
data to anticipate drought up to four months 
into the future.
Besides working on established projects, 
Tadesse met with many other potential col-
laborators, including the Ethiopian Agricul-
tural Transformation Agency, the International 
Water Management Institute, the Ethiopian 
Institute of Water Resources, USAID, the 
National Meteorological Services of Ethiopia 
and the Gates Foundation in Ethiopia. 
Ethopian children haul water from a well 
(photo courtesy Tsegaye Tadesse).
UNL’s Tsegaye Tadesse (center) with a local farmer 
and his son at an irrigation demonstration site near 
Harbu, Ethiopia (photo courtesy Tsegaye Tadesse).
Nov. 13:
Water: Science, Practice and Policy
(Nebraska Water Center and USGS Nebraska Water Science Center)
Nov. 14:
Water Law Conference
(Nebraska Water Center, University of Nebraska College of Law, Natural Resources and 
Environmental Law Section of the Nebraska State Bar Association)
Water Current
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Tricia Liedle puts up posters before the Water: 
Science, Practice and Policy symposium.
Opening the water symposium in Lincoln was Eric Evenson, 
WaterSMART initiative of the U.S. Geological Survey. The 
USGS Nebraska Water Science Center co-sponsored the 
day’s speakers and events.
Panelists (from left) Chris Langemeier, Dayle 
Williamson and W. Don Nelson discuss the financing 
of Nebraska’s water future.
Viewing posters over the water symposium’s lunch 
break. A panel of judges also chose three student 
poster winners.
Of the more than 20 afternoon breakout sessions at 
the water symposium, one drawing broad interest was 
a panel discussion on shifting to groundwater irrigation 
in the Central Platte Natural Resources District. 
Discussing the proposals potential pros and cons were 
(from left) Ron Bishop, Central Platte NRD; Kent Miller, 
Twin Platte NRD; Don Kraus, Central Nebraska Public 
Power and Irrigation District; Brian Barels, Nebraska 
Public Power District; and Jerry Kenny, Platte River 
Recovery Implementation Program.
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(photos by Steve Ress, Nebraska Water Center)
Daniel Lindstrom of Jacobsen, Orr, 
Lindstrom and Holbrook talks about water 
rights transfers, both private sales and NRD 
transfers in Nebraska.
An NWRA water round-table meeting featuring 
state senator Tom Carlson preceded the 
one-day water law conference. The day’s 
conference was cosponsored by the Nebraska 
Water Center, University of Nebraska College 
of Law, and the Natural Resources and 
Environmental Law Section of the Nebraska 
State Bar Association.
Second place poster winner Andrey Boerner, a student of UNL 
faculty member John Gates, with RonZelt ant and Xu Li.
First place poster winner Lucas Harrison (right), a 
student of UNO/UNL faculty member Alan Kolok, with 
Xu Li and Ron Zelt. 
Third place poster winner Racine Rangel (right), a 
student of UNO/UNL faculty member Alan Kolok, 
with Xu Li and Ron Zelt.
Jesse Bradley of the Nebraska 
Department of Natural Resources 
talks about a new approach for 
evaluating fully appropriated 
Nebraska river basins.
continued on page 17
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Mapping Water Consumption in Agriculture
By Ayse Kilic, Ph.D., UNL School of Natural Resources and Department of Civil Engineering
Irrigated agriculture is lifeblood of Nebraska and can produce 
high crop yields when rainfall is inadequate. One of the challenges 
facing Nebraska and other high plains states is managing groundwater 
and surface water extractions to sustain these water resources. High 
levels of management require keeping track of the amount of water 
consumed on each field and monitoring the differences between water 
consumption (evapotranspiration) on irrigated fields and nonirrigat-
ed (rainfed) fields. Those differences in evapotranspiration (ET) with 
and without irrigation are crucial to estimating whether groundwater 
or surface water resources are sustainable. Because each irrigated field 
or rainfed field can have different amounts of ET because of rainfall 
amounts, differences in cultivars, fertilizer management, irrigation 
system type or soils. The ET mapping work of Ayse Kilic has become 
an essential component and input to a number of Natural Resources 
Districts (NRDs) in Nebraska.
Kilic, assistant professor of the School of Natural Resources and 
Department of Civil Engineering, uses the relatively high resolu-
tion imagery of the Landsat satellite system to view ET from indi-
vidual fields. She does this by employing the special thermal sensor 
of Landsat that measures the temperature of vegetation of fields 
below. Through the process of constructing an ‘energy balance’ of 
the land surface, via some relatively complex algorithms, Kilic is able 
to estimate the amount of water consumed on the fields via the ET 
process. “We are able to see the actual consumption of water on every 
30 m (100 feet) of every field” says Kilic. “When there are reductions 
in ET in parts of a field due to inadequate irrigation or plant disease, 
or when a field is not irrigated, we can see the amount of the reduc-
tion.” Knowing the actual amount of ET from parts of a field or from 
whole fields is essential to NRD’s who have been tasked by the State 
of Nebraska to accurately quantify the amounts of water consumed, 
on a spatial basis, and the impact of irrigation with groundwater and 
surface water. That means knowing the actual differences between 
ET by rainfed and irrigated agriculture, which can change radically 
from year to year with amounts of rainfall and evaporative demands. 
“The use of Landsat imagery coupled with the use of the surface 
energy balance has revolutionized how we produce and bring water 
consumption information to our water management partners, the 
NRD’s and Nebraska Department of Water Resources,” says Kilic. 
Kilic and her team of graduate students, technicians and post-docs at 
UNL have partnered with and produced maps of water consumption 
for NRD’s in the panhandle and Central Platte regions. “It is a lot of 
work and requires a relatively high level of understanding of physical 
principles,” says Kilic, “but the results are well worth it. We are able 
to produce maps of ET by month and for the entire growing season. 
The NRD’s utilize these maps in their groundwater models, in their 
reporting of water consumption, and even in determining what fields 
are irrigated and what fields are not.
In Figure 1, Evapotranspiration (ET) has been calculated on a 
30 m pixel-by-pixel basis for the Central Platte NRD from Landsat 
scenes using land surface energy balance algorithms from METRIC 
model. Four Landsat paths/rows were required to completely cover 
Figure 1. Growing Season ET for the CPNRD for year 1997 that is a ‘base year’ for assessing water consumption.
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2013 Water and Natural Resources Tour Is June 25-27:
Managing Nebraska’s Ground and Surface Water Resources
June 25-27, 2013 are the tentative dates for the 2013 Water 
and Natural Resources tour jointly conducted and sponsored by the 
University of Nebraska’s Nebraska Water Center, the Kearney Area 
Chamber of Commerce, and Central Nebraska Public Power and 
Irrigation District.
The Nebraska Water Center (NWC) is part of NU’s Robert B. 
Daugherty Water for Food Institute.
This year’s tour, like many before it, was held over three days in 
July. Next year’s dates have been moved up about three weeks, into late 
June, to take advantage of the probability of cooler temperatures.
“We’ve held the tour in June in past years and we’re hoping it’s 
a better alternative in terms of cooler weather. Temperatures for this 
year’s tour in July were pretty brutal on everyone,” tour co-organizer 
Steve Ress of the NWC said.
The 2013 tour will stay in Nebraska, where it will examine 
the present and future management of surface and groundwater 
resources .
“In terms of current and future demands and with the impacts of 
this year’s drought fresh in everyone’s minds, we thought the time was 
right to revisit these topics,” Ress said.
“The tour will encompass several watersheds and Natural Re-
source Districts, though we have not completely fleshed-out a tenta-
tive route, speakers or topics yet. We currently envision one overnight 
in the Columbus area and one overnight in either the Kearney or 
Alma areas.” 
“The tour’s organizing committee met in late September and 
have some initial thoughts about possible stops, topics, speakers and 
co-sponsors for the coming tour, but no definite itinerary yet.”
Co-organizers will make the initial tour planning and set-up trip 
sometime in January 2013, with a follow-on trip planned for March 
or April.
“If you would like to help co-sponsor the tour, or have ideas for 
speakers or topics in the Lincoln, Columbus, Kearney or Alma areas, 
send an email to sress1@unl.edu and let me know,” Ress said.
Longer term planning is to possibly take the tour out of state in 
2014 or 2015 with organizers discussing possibilities in Idaho, Oregon, 
Tennessee and other locations.
Tour organizers are Ress, Jeff Buettner of Central Nebraska Pub-
lic Power and Irrigation District, Jennie Nollette of the Kearney Area 
Chamber of Commerce and retired UNL senior lecturer Mike Jess, 
who also hosts the tour. 
Larkin Powell, of UNL’s School of Natural 
Resources, leads a Nebraska Water Center 
organized workshop for students on the 
elements of an effective poster The idea 
behind this little workshop is to help students 
— especially grad students — create more 
attractive and effective posters.The title of 
the 60-minute workshop is “Creating Award-
Winning Posters.”  This is the second time 
we’ve offered this workshop, and Larkin has 
been the presenter with assistance from 
Dee Ebbeka, graphic design expert.  Topics 
covered include what content to include, basic 
design tips, use of visuals such as photos and 
graphs, and how to conduct yourself during 
a formal poster session. Examples of more 
and less effective posters are used to help 
illustrate points. The invitation for this event 
was extended to students of all Nebraska 
Water Center affiliated faculty. This year’s 
event (when the photo was taken) was on Sep 
13 in Hardin Hall. (Lorrie Benson photo).
Williamson continued from page 6
Water Management Network continued from page 6
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and enhance crop water use efficiency, water conservation, and 
reduce energy consumption for irrigation” Irmak said.
The demonstration projects are supported by the scientifically 
based field research and evaluation projects conducted by Irmak 
at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln, South Central Agricultural 
Laboratory near Clay Center.
NAWMN participants’ results are posted on the NAWMN 
website (water.unl.edu/nawmn) for others to see, which has helped 
them to see the positive effect of using the latest technology. “When 
you actively engage, you can learn,” Zoubek said.
Irrigation management tools such as the ETgage, which esti-
mates crop water use at each stage of growth, and the Watermark soil 
moisture sensors, which monitor soil water depletion, are two of the 
management tools producers are using to conserve both water and 
energy.
Those savings have a monetary value, too — Zoubek said 
saving an inch of water per year saves $10 per acre, or $2,500 per 
quarter-section (160 acres). Participants in the NAWMN have been 
reporting average savings of two inches of water per growing season 
for corn and soybean consistently since 2005, significantly benefit-
ing both the state’s water resources and the farmer’s net benefits” Ir-
mak said. Irmak said that the NAWMN has also enabled to establish 
and/or enhance communication between farmers, crop consultants, 
NRDs, UNL, NRCS, and irrigation districts and exchange ideas and 
enhance collective learning to achieve a common goal of conserving 
and protecting precious water resources.
Irmak and Zoubek said NAWMN team provides one-on-one 
training/education to users to teach how to install the instrumenta-
tion, interpret and incorporate the data/information into decision-
making process. The NAWMN team is in a constant communica-
tion with the Network participants to help them with any questions 
they might have throughout the year,
Soon, producers also will be able to download a handheld tool 
— a mobile app for iOS (iPhone, iPad) called CropWater, developed 
by UNL Educational Media. This app will calculate the soil water 
that has been used in a producer’s field, as well as how much water 
remains to be used for agricultural production.
 “Our goal is to utilize the soil moisture exist in the soil profile 
early in the growing season to a pre-determined level without 
impacting crop growth and development and also deplete the soil 
moisture to a pre-determined level at the end of the season, reduc-
ing irrigation applications so that fall/winter/spring precipitation 
can refill the soil profile” Irmak and Zoubek said.
“NAWMN is the largest and most comprehensive agricultural 
water management program in the U.S. and the network has been 
proven to be effective in utilizing simple, durable, economical, and 
accurate and robust technologies for water conservation,” Irmak 
said.
He also stated that implementation of effective and properly 
researched technologies into the farming practices will be a part of 
daily farming in the future to meet food and fiber demand of rapid-
ly increasing world population using less land and water resources. 
Selection Committee member Don Kraus points to Williamson’s 
accomplishments for Nebraska’s water resources as NRC director. 
“Dayle worked with producers for common sense approaches to fed-
eral programs that would affect Nebraska resource management. He 
also helped guide many of the commission studies on natural resource 
management that provided guidance for future water legislation.”
Williamson began his agricultural career with the University 
of Nebraska Agricultural Extension Service as a county agent. After 
graduating from NU, he spent two years in the U.S. Army, and spent 
the next 30 years of his military career as a Nebraska Army National 
Guardsman, retiring as Brigadier General.
“I have worked with Dayle since 1969 in my days in the Nebraska 
State Office of Planning and Programming. Through the years I never 
ceased to be amazed by his never ending enthusiasm and optimism,” 
said selection committee member Bob Kuzelka.
Williamson was presented the award at the Nebraska Water 
Resources Association and Nebraska State Irrigation Association Con-
ference on Nov. 19 in Kearney.
A selection committee appointed by The Groundwater Founda-
tion board of directors chooses annual awardees. Committee mem-
bers include: Kraus, Central Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation 
District; Jim Goeke, UNL Conservation and Survey Division; Kuzelka, 
UNL School of Natural Resources; and Griffin.
Past Awardees
2011 Lee Orton • 2010 Michael Jess • 2009 Vance Anderson • 2008 
Ann Bleed • 2007 Jim Cook • 2006 Senator Ed Schrock • 2005 Roger 
Patterson • 2004 Darrell Watts • 2003 Chris Beutler • 2002 Eugene 
Haarberg • 2001 Jim Goeke • 2000 Wayne Madsen • 1999 Richard 
Harnsberger • 1998 Les Sheffield • 1997 Robert B. Daugherty • 1996 
Frank A. Smith • 1995 Fred Salmon and Family • 1994 Virginia Smith 
• 1993 Robert B. Crosby • 1992 Ted Filipi • 1991 Ralph Marlette • 1990 
Warren Fairchild • 1989 Val Kuska • 1988 Eugene Reed • 1987 Maurice 
Kremer • 1986 Vincent Dreeszen.
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idea to market. Vuran, Dong and their entrepreneurial team have 
been awarded a $50,000 NSF Innovation Corps award. Known as the 
I-Corps, the program’s goal is to guide toward commercialization 
promising scientific discoveries that offer great benefits to society.
The team will use the grant to assess the viability of the tech-
nology for a new start-up enterprise. The team also will complete a 
specially designed training curriculum and present their products to 
venture capitalists at the end of the six-month program.
NSF specifically sought out discoveries that offer near-term ben-
efits to society or the economy.
The team also is working with NUtech Ventures, the nonprofit 
corporation responsible for the university’s technology development, 
to commercialize this technology.
While sensors are not new technology to agricultural fields, 
current tools available have significant limits, Vuran said. His wireless 
technology can transmit information from the soil to a center pivot 
irrigation system or even a base station up to 25 feet away.  Such infor-
mation will determine when and how much to water crops. Existing 
technology, meanwhile, is limited to just a few feet of transmission, 
lacks the ability to get the data in real time, and is still largely focused 
on observing atmospheric conditions, he said.
“If you look at most of the technology for irrigation manage-
ment, we’re still looking at the sky,” he said. “But with this technology, 
we’re basically trying to get into the soil and let the soil tell us what to 
do.”
The I-Corps award represents one more vote of confidence for 
the technology’s promise for the future, and it’s also a unique learning 
opportunity, Vuran said.
“That’s huge because one of the challenges we have with any type 
of research is the gap between the technology developed in research 
Irrigation Management continued from page 1
Gitelson continued from page 4
labs and the technology that is used in the world,” he said. “This pro-
gram aims to minimize that gap.”
The UNL team is among 55 winners nationwide in this round of 
the program that was established by NSF in 2011. A team led by UNL 
chemist Stephen DiMagno was among the inaugural winners and 
has since gone on to establish a startup company that develops new 
imaging agents for staging and management of certain cancers and 
neurological disorders.
In their pursuit, Vuran and Dong are joined by two other expert 
team members. Stephen Reichenbach, professor of computer science 
and engineering, will serve as mentor. He has experience as a suc-
cessful entrepreneur and in transitioning academic research into real 
world applications.
Irrigation engineer Suat Irmak is the team’s adviser. He is a 
professor of biological systems engineering, interim director of the 
Nebraska Water Center, a part of the Robert B. Daugherty Water for 
Food Institute, and leads the Nebraska Agricultural Water Manage-
ment Network. He is well connected to Nebraska farmers and the 
irrigation industry.
Dong, a fourth-year doctorate student in Computer Science and 
Engineering, will fill the role of entrepreneurial lead. The experience 
will offer him the training necessary to lead a start-up company built 
on the technology.
Dong has worked with Vuran since 2009, including conducting 
field experiments in Clay Center. He even took agriculture classes to 
learn more about the properties of soil and water to help him develop 
the antenna technology that could work through all of it.
“For me, this is like a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity,” Dong said. 
“The I-Corps grant gives me the opportunity to put my research into 
real life and use it to help other people — to help farmers.” 
 
We are proud . . . to acknowledge Anatoly, his contributions to sci-
ence, and his dedication to his research, students, and colleagues.”
Gitelson, who specializes in using satellite data to assess plant 
conditions, will relocate to the Israel Institute of Technology in 
Haifa in late August to continue his work for UNL. He will establish 
a global crop-modeling consortium, and will be able to work closely 
with colleagues in Europe and other countries who have valuable 
data to share.
Gitelson has led development of a crop model at UNL that 
estimates yield, crop status and conditions, and needs to work with 
colleagues around the world to compare their data on actual crop 
yields to the model’s predictions. “I’ll be working with friends in 
Europe — where they have lots of data from Africa — and Japan and 
China,” he said. “They will all benefit if we are successful.”
Gitelson, who is originally from Russia, immigrated to Israel in 
1990, and chose to come to UNL in 2000 — over other, more presti-
gious institutions — to work with Don Rundquist at UNL’s Center for 
Advanced Land Management Information Technologies (CALMIT), 
which is now based in the School of Natural Resources. 
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subjects , which broadens the scope of the lecture series and ensures 
that there are at least one or two lectures that anyone interested in 
water can relate to and have interest in,” said Nebraska Water Center 
(NWC) assistant director Lorrie Benson, who organizes the annual 
series. The NWC is part of NU’s Daugherty Water for Food Institute.
Andrea Brookfield of the University of Kansas opens the lecture 
series on Jan. 16 with a talk on integrating hydrologic models, build-
ing new tools for managing water.
“Modeling is an essential and critical tool, both for water quan-
tity and quality, for current and future water management, so it’s not 
unusual to use the lecture series to increase our knowledge of the 
latest practices in that field,” Benson said.
A sampling of other speakers and lectures includes a talk on 
estimating and measuring global precipitation in the 21st century by 
George Huffman of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion on Feb. 6; the new local politics of water by Megan Mullin of 
Temple University on Feb. 20 and adaptive governance of urban wa-
tersheds by Ahjond Garmestani of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency on March 6.
Invasive species is another issue of increasing importance in 
managing water and water systems and David Strayer of the Cary 
Institute of Ecosystem Studies will speak on the effects of the Zebra 
Mussel invasion on aquatic ecosystems in the Hudson River and other 
locales on March 13. Zebra Mussels are a persistent and increasing 
threat to many Nebraska and Iowa ecosystems, as well.
On April 10, Jeremy Weiss of the University of Arizona will ad-
dress the ramifications of recent variations in low temperature and 
moisture constraints on vegetation in the southwestern U.S.
Later in the month, Steven Peterson of the U.S. Geological Survey 
will address the High Plains groundwater availability study and how 
abundant groundwater in the High Plains aquifer region doesn’t nec-
essarily mean abundant surface water.
Other invited speakers in the series hail from the University of 
Nevada, Reno and the University of Iowa.
The complete January through April schedule appears below and 
is posted online at watercenter.unl.edu. Videos of most lectures, along 
with speaker PowerPoint presentations, will also be posted at that web 
address within a few days after the lecture is presented.
 Jan. 16: Integrated Hydrologic Models: Building New Tools for 
Water Management – Andrea Brookfield, University of Kansas
Jan. 23: The Niobrara River Basin Study: Using Various Models 
to Assess Water Supplies and Demands – Brandi Flyr, Nebraska De-
partment of Natural Resources
Jan. 30: Participatory Water Governance: Experiences & Issues 
from Around the World – Kate Berry, University of Nevada, Reno
Feb. 6: (Williams Memorial Lecture) Global Precipitation in the 
21st Century – George Huffman, National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
Feb. 13: Do We Really Have Too Much Water Pollution? The 
Nexus Between Economic Science and Physical Science – Steven J. 
Taff, University of Minnesota
Feb. 20: The New Local Politics of Water – Megan Mullin, Temple 
University
Feb. 27: Resistance and Resilience of Aquatic Communities to 
Low Flow Disturbance – Annika Walters, University of Wyoming
March 6: Adaptive Governance of Urban Watersheds – Ahjond 
Garmestani, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
March 13: Effects of the Zebra Mussel Invasion on Aquatic Eco-
systems: the Hudson River and Beyond – David Strayer, Cary Institute 
of Ecosystem Studies
March 20: No Seminar (UNL Spring Break)
March 27: Dynamics of Transport and Fate of Solutes in Hydro-
logic Landscapes – Adam Ward, University of Iowa
April 3: (Williams Memorial Lecture) Implications for Water, 
Food and Energy from the Latest IPCC Climate Simulations – 
Lawrence Buja, National Center for Atmospheric Research
April 10: Recent Variations in Low-Temperature and Moisture 
Constraints on Vegetation in the Southwestern U.S. – Jeremy Weiss, 
University of Arizona
April 17: The U.S. Drought of 2012:  Once-in-a-Generation Crop 
Calamity – Brad Rippey, U.S. Department of Agriculture
April 24: The High Plains Groundwater Availability Study: 
Abundant Groundwater Doesn’t Necessarily Mean Abundant Surface 
Water – Steven Peterson, U.S. Geological Survey
Spring Seminars continued from page 1
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From the Interim Director continued from page 2
Arthur I. Zygielbaum, Ph.D. continued from page 3
coordinated a very productive and successful meeting of the NWC’s 
Water Resource Advisory Panel (WRAP) on Oct. 5. This diverse group 
of advisors, friends and colleagues bring together a wide range of 
backgrounds, experiences/expertise and interests that are extremely 
helpful to the NWC and DWFI in terms of helping us chart future 
directions and actions in serving our state and regional clientele, as well 
as suggesting adjustments or refinements to plans of action we already 
have in place.
We always learn a great deal from this sounding board and truly 
appreciate the time and effort they take to be part of this important 
group. It’s always helpful to go outside your normal walls or comfort 
zone when looking for help and advice and we are fortunate to have 
an outstanding group of advisors, colleagues and friends in the WRAP.
That October meeting was very broad and productive. It was 
especially notable for its opportunity for Roberto Lenton to be able 
to address this group about DWFI’s strategic vision, what is being 
done to define the institute’s focus on research, policy and education/
outreach and how the NWC’s state and regional focus fits into DWFI’s 
overall focus and interests.
Lenton said that in the long term, the proposal is that DWFI will 
focus on 1.) Improving sustainable production under drought stress 
and water-limited conditions; 2.) Sustainability of agro-ecosystems in 
water-limited conditions; and 3.) Quantitative analysis, modeling and 
mapping to improve policy-making.
I was very pleased to announce at this meeting that our USGS 
104(b) seed grants program for junior faculty is moving ahead and 
that we have issued a request for proposals. This is a critical funding 
resource to help our new and junior faculty members get their 
research programs off the ground.
I was even prouder to tell this group that the Water Sciences 
Laboratory, under manager Dan Snow’s very capable leadership, has 
been allocated $300,000 in Nebraska Research Initiative (NRI) funds 
to help support it for the 2012-2013 fiscal year. NRI has been a crucial 
partner with the lab for many years, but securing NRI funding has 
become increasingly competitive.
Rachael, Roberto Lenton and I also attended the annual Nebraska 
Association of Resources Districts Fall conference in Kearney in mid-
September, which was a wonderful opportunity for me to meet some 
of our new NRD partners, as well as renew acquaintances with old 
friends and colleagues within the NRDs.
I had the opportunity to present a seminar about some of the 
latest research programs related to water resources management. 
Roberto Lenton also presented on DWFI programs, goals and 
activities. We appreciate everything the NRDs do to help address the 
challenges we face in our state in terms of managing natural resources 
and we truly value them as great partners in our research, extension 
and outreach programing.
One of NWC’s premier annual events was held just a few weeks 
ago in the form of back-to-back one-day fall conferences at Lincoln’s 
Cornhusker Hotel on Nov. 13 and 14. The focus on Tuesday, Nov 13 
was on water-related research, practices and policy. The following 
day water law took center stage. Both of these well attended events 
were extremely well planned and organized by our assistant director, 
Lorrie Benson. People seem to appreciate the one-day format of these 
events to help fit them into busy schedules, even though many chose 
to attend both days. Lorrie does an excellent job of putting together 
a high-quality event that always features some of the best subject-
matter experts available.
We will keep you updated on these and other issues online at 
watercenter.unl.edu and through the pages of this newsletter.
All the best to you as we move into the holiday season, toward 
the end of another year and into the promise of 2013.
Teaching:
Currently teaching NRES 312 – Overview of Geospatial Information 
Technologies
Publications:
Zygielbaum, A.I., T.J. Arkebauer, E.A. Walter- Shea, D.L. Scoby, 2012, 
Detection and measurement of vegetation photoprotection stress 
response using PAR reflectance, Israel Journal of Plant Sciences, 
in publication.
Zygielbaum, A.I., T.J. Arkebauer, E.A. Walter-Shea, D. L. Scooby, and 
A.A. Gitelson, 2011, An explanation for increasing PAR reflec-
tance when plants are water stressed, AGU Fall Meeting Poster.
Zygielbaum, A.I., A.A. Gitelson, T.J. Arkebauer, and D.C. Rundquist, 
2009, Non-destructive detection of water stress and estimation of 
relative water content in maize, Geophysical Research Letters, 36, 
LI2403, doi:10.1029/2009GL038906,2009.
Zygielbaum, A.I., A.A. Gitelson, T.J. Arkebauer, and D.C. Rundquist, 
2009, Crop water stress detection using visible spectrum reflec-
tance, Poster presentation, AGU Fall Meeting Poster.
Zygielbaum, A.I., 2009, Detection and measurement of water stress in 
vegetation using visible spectrum reflectance, Ph.D. Dissertation, 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln.
Melvin, M.J., A.I. Zygielbaum, D. Gutzmer, S. Rentschler, J. Bower, and 
K.G. Hubbard, 2008, Network requirements for sensor accuracy and 
precision: a case study to assess atmospheric variability in simple ter-
rain, International Journal of Climatology, 28(2): 267-272.
E-mail and web addresses:
aiz@unl.edu;
http://calmit.unl.edu/people/aiz/
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Figure 2. Daily ET expressed as ETrF for 06/10/2007 (left), 08/13/2007 (center) and 09/14/2007 (right) for the area north of 
Grand Island, NE.
Table. Mean and standard deviation of estimated ET for corn, 
soybeans, and alfalfa (inches) for CPNRD by month and 
season for 2007. Crop types were separated out using the 
NASS CDL for 2007.
the CPNRD area. In order to produce monthly and seasonal ET maps, 
individual ET maps generated from the model are interpolated using 
a cubic spline following an approach similar to the use of the daily 
crop coefficient method, where values of relative ET for each day are 
multiplied by the corresponding reference ET data from HPRCC 
weather stations for that day and then integrated over the target 
month. Differences in spatial ET in the Figure are apparent.
Figure 2 shows a close-up of daily ET for an area north of Grand 
Island, NE, expressed as ETrF. The ET is initially low in the June 10 
image, followed by a dramatic increase in ET in the August 13 image, 
then lower values in the September 14 image. Large variation among 
fields is evident.
Another important product of the research program of Dr. Ayse 
Kilic and her post-doc and former Ph.D. student Baburao Kamble, is 
the NebHydro hydrologic information system (HIS) that they have 
developed. NebHydro is a set of software applications that assist in 
making hydrologic datasets available on the Internet and using them 
in various types of analyses. The NebHydro system is available online 
on www.NebHydro.com and was developed specifically for state 
departments , farmers, irrigation managers and other stakeholders.
“With increasing availability of both ‘raw’ and analyzed geo-
spatial data, there is an urgent need to develop the ways and means 
for providing easy accessibility and promote geospatial data sharing.” 
said Dr. Kamble. Kamble and Kilic developed the integrated HIS 
with post processing tools and then coupled it with a web interface 
to assess geospatial data availability for several key topic areas for 
hydrological assessments. The evapotranspiration maps processed 
noted earlier and hydrological datasets created by a distributed 
water balance model are just some of the information deployed on 
HIS for distributing among different funding agencies (Figure 3). 
“The development of an internet based geographical information 
service (GIS) in Nebraska benefits everyone by sharing geospatial 
hydrological data among different department, resource managers 
and policy makers.” said Kilic.
Month Corn Soybeans Alfalfa
May 2.8±0.6 2.9±0.6 4.8±1.7
June 5.0±0.9 4.7±0.9 5.9±1.0
July 6.5±1.1 5.6±1.1 6.1±1.5
August 5.9±0.7 5.7±0.5 5.1±0.8
September 4.6±0.7 4.1±0.6 3.9±1.1
Seasonal 24.8±2.2 22.9±2.0 25.7±3.3
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Figure 3. NebHydro website showing ET and stream discharge information summaries 
derived on-line.
Rural Futures continued from page 20
But the challenges are significant, too, he said. Partnerships and 
innovative ways of doing business will be more important than ever at 
a time when federal, state and local governments have less money to 
spend on development.
Representatives of all the NU campuses — UNL, University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, University of Nebraska Kearney and the Univer-
sity of Nebraska Medical Center — discussed their institutions’ roles 
in the RFI, each pointing to programs already under way that can be 
incorporated into the new initiative and strengthened as they work 
together with others in the system.
Chuck Hassebrook, NU regent and executive director of the 
Center for Rural Affairs, said, “This has the potential, if we do it right, 
to be the premier program in the nation ... I’m excited about this; it’s 
a big deal.”
In an interview this summer, Green said Nebraska is the perfect 
place to lead such an effort.
“No one else is doing this ... I think we’re better positioned than 
anyone else” to lead it, Green said. “We have the best living laboratory 
for it in the country.”
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Martin Honored
Derrel Martin, longtime University 
of Nebraska–Lincoln irrigation engineer, 
has received the 2012 Heermann Sprin-
kler Irrigation Award from the American 
Society of Agricultural and Biological 
Engineers. The award recognizes Martin’s 
outstanding leadership and research 
contributions in the development of 
concepts, programs and technologies 
related to integrated management of center-pivot irrigation systems in 
the U.S. and worldwide.
Martin is recognized internationally as an expert in irrigation 
water requirements, interaction of ground and surface water and in 
methods and technologies for sprinkler irrigation.
“He has made a tremendous impact on water conservation in 
irrigated agriculture in the Great Plains and is highly regarded for his 
research and development of management guidelines and irriga-
tion design criteria, especially that involving center pivot irrigation,” 
ASABE said in announcing the award.
In 1989 Martin chaired a faculty team that developed the water 
science major in UNL’s College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural 
Resources and coordinated that program for six years.
Winterize Landscape Equipment
Clean and sharpen garden tools before putting them away for 
winter to minimize rust and ensure that they are ready for use in 
spring.
Remove soil, rust and other debris with a wire brush or steel 
wool. It may be necessary to dissolve accumulated sap and resin on 
some pruning tools with a solvent, such as kerosene, and to loosen the 
pivot bolt and separate the blades.
Position the tool, using a bench vise or clamp if needed, so 
you can put the proper bevel on the cutting edge with a flat file or 
whetstone. Remove any metal burrs from the backside of the cutting 
edge with 300 grit wet/dry sandpaper when sharpening is completed. 
Finish with a light application of good quality oil to prevent rusting.
As you prepare your lawn mower and other tools for winter 
storage, don’t forget to winterize your sprayers and fertilizer spreader. 
Smooth, dependable pesticide application next summer depends 
largely on the care and maintenance that sprayers and spreaders 
receive over the winter. Since the “pest season” is about over for this 
year, this is a good time to winterize your equipment. 
Compressed air sprayer tanks should be filled one-fourth full 
with mild dishwashing solution. Shake the sealed tank to loosen any 
spray residues. Pressurize the tank and spray out the water. Drain the 
tank upside down until thoroughly dry.
Once dry, place a few drops of oil into the top of the pump cyl-
inder. Pump the cylinder several times to coat the cylinder and valves 
with an oil film.
Reassemble the sprayer before storing. Nozzle tips and screens 
should be removed and cleaned with soapy water. Clogged nozzle tips 
should be cleaned with a sliver of wood or other soft object, not with 
wire. An old toothbrush, properly labeled as being meant for pesticide 
use and stored with the sprayer, works very well to clean spray residue 
and other deposits from nozzles.
Store nozzle tips and screens in diesel fuel or kerosene to prevent 
corrosion. Fertilizer spreaders are used not only to apply fertilizers, 
but also granular insecticides and herbicides. Thoroughly clean the 
spreader of all materials. Apply oil to the bottom of the hopper and all 
moving parts. Store the spreader with the shutter or gate fully open. 
(Source: John Fech, UNL Extension Educator).
Stormwater Sleuth
UNL Extension recent announced “Stormwater Sleuth and Run-
ning Rain: Keeping it Clean! Slowing it Down,” an educational comic 
book that is part of a youth education kit being developed by the 
University of Nebraska–Lincoln Stormwater Management Team.
The book can be used as a stand-alone educational tool as well. 
Its purpose is to teach youth across Nebraska about water resources 
with a focus on watersheds, urban water runoff issues, and rainwater 
harvesting/green infrastructure.
The comic book can be downloaded from water.unl.edu. Printed 
copies can be ordered from UNL Marketplace. For more information 
on the book, bulk rates, the Stormwater Sleuth Kit and/or the UNL 
Stormwater Management team, please contact Katie Pekarek, Exten-
sion Educator-Stormwater at kpekarek2@unl.edu or Kelly Feehan, 
Extension Educator-Horticulture at kfeehan2@unl.edu. 
Drawing Winners
A number of you submitted your responses to our annual reader 
survey on the back cover of the last issue of the Water Current. Those 
submitting completed surveys were entered in drawings for Nebraska 
Water Center ball caps and umbrellas. Randomly chosen winners 
were:
Yvonne Austin and Teresa Walker, umbrellas; and James Fawcett 
and Bob Kuzelka, ball caps.
Thanks to all who took the time to fill-out the survey and return 
it to us.
NEWS BRIEFS
Derrel Martin
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Mower, Kilic Receive Branham Endowment for Excellence in Research
Kilic joined her UNL 
departments in 2007. She has 
a Master and Ph.D. degrees 
from the University of Florida 
in Agricultural and Biological 
Engineering.
Her research is at 
the national forefront in 
developing and applying 
satellite-based determination 
of evapotranspiration from 
agricultural and natural vegetation and in developing hydrologic 
information system and geographical information system 
applications.
Her research is being applied by Nebraska’s Natural Resources 
Districts to improve management of groundwater and surface water 
systems. Several of her software tools are used to support satellite-
based remote sensing of water consumption throughout the American 
west. 
Kilic has published 45 refereed journal publications and the 
book Evapotranspiration — Remote Sensing and Modeling in January 
2012. She was recently awarded funding and appointed to the national 
Landsat Science Team of the U.S. Geological Survey and to the NASA 
Energy and Water Cycle Science Team. 
(Editor’s Note: Information from UNL’s ARD and Institute of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources).
Jeffrey Mower, Center for Plant Science Innovation (CPSI) 
and Department of Agronomy and Horticulture, and Ayse Kilic, 
School of Natural Resources, Center for Advanced Land Management 
Information Technologies (CALMIT) and Department of Civil 
Engineering, received the Junior Faculty for Excellence in Research 
Award from the Branham Endowment Fund for 2012-2013. 
The University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s Agricultural Research 
Division (ARD) presents the award annually to no more than two 
tenure-track assistance professors. Recipients must have an ARD 
appointment and five or less years of professional service at UNL. The 
award is based upon publication record, evidence of external funding 
activity and peer recognition.
Mower received a BS in molecular biology from the University 
of Texas at Austin in 1999. He worked for a year in the Human 
Genetics Center at the University of Texas Health Science Center at 
Houston before moving on to graduate school at Indiana University 
Bloomington, where he received a MS in bioinformatics in 2004 and 
a PhD in molecular, cellular, and developmental biology in 2005. He 
then spent two years as a postdoc at Trinity College Dublin, Ireland.
Mower has published 17 research papers in journals including 
Nature and Science and two book chapters. His research aims to address 
fundamental questions on the evolution of genome structure, function 
and content in plants using a combination of experimental and 
computational approaches which have applications to understanding 
disease resistance in crop plants and developing algae for biofuels.
Ayse Kilic
UNL faculty members Mark Burbach and Connie 
Reimers-Hild, who help facilitate the Water 
Leadership Academy, talking with this year’s 
Academy participants (Lorrie Benson photo). 
Burbach’s training sessions are on leadership 
development, particularly related to water issues.  
The Academy was created to help develop the 
leaders the state will need to successfully manage 
the state’s water resources. This photo was taken 
Sep 8 in Valentine during an Academy meeting at  
the National Park Service office. Each Academy  
class meets six times over a one year period at 
various locations around the state. The programs 
include speakers on many water-related topics,  
tours, and opportunities to develop skills like 
leadership and conflict resolution skills.The  
Academy is organized by the Nebraska State 
Irrigation Association, with assistance from UNL  
and other entities. (Lorrie Benson photo).
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NU Launches Rural Futures Institute
By Dan Moser, IANR News Service
 
Partnering with rural communities to help them meet economic 
and social challenges is a natural mission for land-grant universities 
in the 21st century, the president of the University of Nebraska said 
earlier this fall in formally launching the Rural Futures Institute, an 
NU-wide institute that will tap faculty expertise across all four NU 
campuses for research, education and engagement involving partner 
organizations and rural communities across the Great Plains.
Milliken said it wasn’t by accident that the announcement was 
made during the UNL’s week-long celebration of the 150th anniver-
sary of the Morrill Act, which created land-grant universities.
The land-grant tradition of establishing research and extension 
in agriculture is “what gives us our grounding today,” Milliken said.
 “What does it mean to be a land-grant university in the 21st 
century?,” Milliken asked. In Nebraska, he said, it will be a focus “on a 
range of issues in the rural economy and the rural life.”
What separates the Rural Futures Institute from previous 
university-based rural-development efforts will be a commitment 
from the university’s uppermost leadership, inclusion of all four of 
NU’s campuses and collaborations with communities across the state, 
he added.
Nebraska’s efforts already have gained national, even interna-
tional, attention, Milliken said. A Rural Futures Conference in Lincoln 
in May drew participants from around the world.
Ronnie Green, NU vice president and Harlan vice chancellor of 
the university’s Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources, said 
he, Milliken and other university administrators knew it was time to 
“elevate the effort.”
Green said the institute will begin with a $1.75 million budget its 
first year, growing to $3.5 million in a couple of years. Green added 
that $750,000 has been set aside for a first round of research-engage-
ment and teaching-engagement grants to be awarded early in 2013.
Doug O’Brien, U.S. Department of Agriculture undersecretary 
for rural development, said, “We are in a time that presents more 
opportunities for rural communities and for people who live in them 
than we’ve seen in generations.”
